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Kindly - can anyone tell me how to scan for a price high ie 20
days etc ?

Hi there - i am new to SC and the scanning facility - please could anyone tell me how to scan for price high/lows over
a period of days? - thankyou!

scanning

Assuming your subscriptions gives you access to the Advanced Scan page:

If you are looking for today's high equals a twenty day high, copy and paste the following code (from "begin scan" to

"end scan") into the "Scan Expression" box, click on "Check Syntax", run the scan, and if you like it, save it and give it
a name:

// begin scan

// limit scan hits by group, favorites list or price or volume

[group is sp500] and

// test for today is 20 day high

[high = max(20, high)]

// end scan

For 20 day lows occurring today:

// begin scan

// limit scan hits by group, favorites list or price or volume

[group is sp500] and

// test for today is 20 day low

[low = min(20, low)]

// end scan

If you want to see whether a twenty day high or low (or close- substitute "close" for high or low) occurred x days ago,
change "Starting 0 days ago" to the number of days ago (or select a date from the pop-up calendar) and run the scan.

Finally, spend a lot of time in Chart School(menu option) and scan "Instructions" (link at the bottom of both scan
pages). To get the hang of writing custom scans, use the "Standard Scan Workbench" to create simple scans, then

click on "Advanced Scan Workbench" to see the code that is automatically generated. Have fun! It's a great site.

(Nov 16 '11 at 14:46)pauld

Thats great - thankyou very much for your help - i have looked over the instructions - i have found it a bit confusing but

getting all the help i need which is very much appreciated - here and at the support team - thanks again
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I suggest you start from here:

http://support.stockcharts.com/entries/31212-getting-started-with-stock-scans-tutorial

http://support.stockcharts.com/entries/21296-standard-scan-workbench-user-documentation
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(Nov 15 '11 at 18:15)markd

I agree. Good links.
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